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Abstract—Cloud computing has tremendously simplified the software industry by enabling companies to offer software, infrastructure and platforms as services with the advantages of maintenance, availability, provisioning time and scalability. As individuals and firms increasingly rely on cloud-based systems to process sensitive data and intellectual property, the security risks surrounding cloud technology have increased by proportion. This paper investigates the vulnerabilities surrounding single point authentication, replay attacks and predictability. Then proposed a multilayered security model using multifactor biometrics authentication for access control. Additional features in the proposed model are to use diverse biometric templates in a randomized way, use strong algorithms for replay protection, session-long authentication with fine-grained biometrics and template updation in database after every successful authentication. Furthermore, the proposed solution approaches security as an ongoing mechanism and extends authentication service to the entire session, as opposed to traditional approaches that offer authentication only at the beginning of a session.


I. INTRODUCTION

With the increasing number of security issues around user identity, the proposed solution is to use a three-factor authentication using biometric technology with a fine-grained replay protection mechanism.

The three biometric factors recommended to establish user identity are fingerprints, voice recognition and face identification [3] for non-critical applications; And Retina, Iris and fingerprints for critical applications dealing with sensitive data. The next layer of security is to use authentication through biometric data in a randomized way. The randomization algorithm [1] coupled with a True Random Number Generator (TRNG), requests a different combination of biometric input for each login attempt, thus eliminating the predictability in existing mechanisms.

Continuous biometric template updation is a crucial success factor to minimize the possibility of false rejection or false acceptance in this method.

Furthermore, the proposed solution approaches security as an ongoing mechanism and extends authentication service to the entire session, as opposed to traditional approaches that offer authentication only at the beginning of a session. The proposed system captures biometric data on an ongoing basis throughout the session in a fine-grained fashion seamlessly. The proposed solution can be built and offered as Security as a Service (SECaaS) [2].

The next sections in this paper are literary review where an overview of current trends in biometric research is presented, summary of solution to improve authentication with biometric methods, a conclusion and references.

This paper is organized in five sections: Section II is a literature review of cloud access authentication. Section III describes the challenges in existing technologies and provides a rationale for the new model. Section IV describes the proposed new model, its architecture, benefits and challenges. Section V is the final section that offers a summary of future scope.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

The most popular access control mechanisms in cloud computing include but not limited to discretionary access control, mandatory access control and role-based access control mechanisms. Other methods include attribute-based access control, distributed role-based access control and cloud optimized access control. However, these methods are prone to a variety of issues surrounding convenience, performance, reusability, role assignment, single point of failure, node overhead and authentication failure.

The most recent research surrounding access control encompass a variety of technologies and solutions including fine grained data access control, attribute-based encryption techniques, hierarchical attribute-based solutions, hybrid cryptographic access control models for cloud based EHR systems, two-factor authentication with One-Time-Password, user secret keys and biometric technology for authentication. Review of many research papers are coming as follow:
This is a white paper [4] on using biometric technology in cloud space for enhanced security and access control. This paper describes the role of cloud computing in today’s world, its application on various industries, addresses challenges surrounding them and proposes biometric as a solution.

With cloud-enabled Bring Your Own Device (BYOD) policies becoming increasingly pervasive each day, the possibilities of data breaches, fraud and cyberattacks on mission-critical workloads have become endless. The convenience of virtual desktops is juxtaposed with unique risks, with access control being the most prominent of all. Mobile devices on the other hand, have additional risks of unsupported devices resulting in uncontrolled data flow. Implementing security solutions on endpoints not administered by the service present a challenge in imposing security policies.

Certain industries, such as banking, health sciences and e-commerce are more vulnerable to security threats than others are and demand more robust security frameworks. Furthermore, applications relying heavily on additional PINs and passwords only make them inconvenient. To make it worse, these password-based security measures do not help the systems uniquely identify end-users.

Biometrics offer a viable solution to tackle identity related issues as it is unique to individuals, cannot be copied and cannot be shared. Biometrics when offered in cloud as a service makes it fast, efficient, doable and can be offered on demand. Additionally, biometric as a service is not network centric, it is scalable, and ensures sovereignty. Other advantages of this approach is its usage of multi-factor authentication under Fast Identity Online (FIDO) and is established by an alliance of major companies, consolidating the advantages of biometrics, Near Field Communication(NFC) and Universal Serial Bus (USB) tokens while making existing devices and systems interoperable.

SECaas [9] focus primarily on security services delivered in cloud environments on demand. SECaas makes better quality services available to customers in cloud and offers variety features available immediately as opposed to on-premises services. This minimizes the provisioning time and makes maintenance simpler as it is done by the service provider. It also brings down the total cost on security services as the billing is done as per usage.

SECaas providers offer a range of Identity and Access Management (IAM) services including centralized directory services, access management services, identity management services, identity federation services, role-based access control services, user access certification services, privileged user and access management, separation of duties services and reporting services.

The proposed architecture features IAMaaS in public cloud, where two key components IAM manager and IAM core perform policy administration and IAM services respectively. Through IAMaaS, the user gains access to protected resources such as devices, data, applications, services and Configuration Service Providers (CSP).

The implementation of this architecture features the web server (Windows OS) in public cloud. The IAM core and IAM manager in a different VM that includes a MySQL database which stores user credentials in an encrypted format. When user establishes his credentials, a token is generated and is passed on to user through a protected network (devices, data and server). This is offered as a cloud service and can be availed through a range of devices.

This paper offers a cursory view of how SECaas is implemented in the present-day scenario with an emphasis on Biometric Identity Management.

The patented method in [10] incorporates multipoint verification of user identity through biometric methods. The first step of biometric authentication happens in the client side through speech recognition, which ensures early detection of intrusion attempt, saving time and efforts of server side authentication. After the successful client-side authentication, the server-side authentication is incorporated using a string of algorithms for analyzing speech data. The advantage of this method is usage of two different sets of algorithms in server and client sides ensuring multiple layers of protection against intrusion. The reliance on multiple algorithms to analyze the same data also improves the quality of its outcomes.

The method in [11] presents a biometric based approach for remote access of devices based on a code stored in the device. The first step in this approach is to validate bio data by matching it against a benchmark (code) stored in the mobile device. Once a match is detected and user is authenticated, the code is then sent to a remote device. The remote device in turn provides the access codes to lock/unlock the device remotely.

This method emphasizes the possibility of using handheld devices to obtain biometric data and use it for access control.

This technique in [12] generates an asymmetric private key based on parts of biometric data. This private key is then used in part upon a user password. The resulting private key is used as a digital signature for the electronic message.

This private key is meant for one time use and will not be saved anywhere. A new private key is regenerated inputting both a new instance of biometric reading as well as a new instance of the password.

The paper [8] focuses on the issues related to the service delivery model of cloud computing. The paper describes the various security issues of cloud computing with respect to its service delivery model SaaS. In addition, the paper describes the security issues facing Software as a Service (SaaS) delivery model and few solutions that partially address them.

### III. OBSERVED CHALLENGES IN CURRENT RESEARCH AND SOLUTIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cons</th>
<th>Solutions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The existing research work in biometrics does offer several hybrid models, taking advantage of multi-factor authentication for identity management. These models are either client-server-based approaches or not adequately adapted for cloud based/ SOA systems [5], [11], [7].</td>
<td>Security as a Service with biometrics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The second disadvantage in current research is that, they do not take advantage of existing hand-held smart devices to</td>
<td>The usage of smartphones, smart watches &amp; fit bits can bring down the cost and provisioning time of biometric authentication.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The current approaches in the industry view authentication as a one-time process at the beginning of a session [8]. The current models use one specific type of biometric data or a specific combination of biometric data that does not change anytime during the security lifecycle [8]. Inadequate usage of biometric data to implement fine-grained authentication. Incorporate biometrics for seamless fine-grained authentication. Biometrics is a solution. Biometrics as a unilateral solution. Multifactor authentication with scalability for application needs. Use of algorithms to verify the freshness of attacks and authentication from multiple sources. Reliable security solutions and encryption. Biometrics, with replay protection can make the distinction clear. Biometric passwords can be made to renew periodically, especially when data surrounding vein patterns etc. tend to change over time. Session-long fine-grained authentication.

| Capture biometric data and leverage it for identity management in cloud space adequately [13]. | They do not offer continuous validation throughout the session. Continuous identity assessment comes with advantages of intrusion detection. | They do not offer continuous validation throughout the session. Continuous identity assessment comes with advantages of intrusion detection. |
| The current models use one specific type of biometric data or a specific combination of biometric data that does not change anytime during the security lifecycle [8]. | Multifactor biometric authentication using randomized algorithms would offer a better solution. | Multifactor biometric authentication using randomized algorithms would offer a better solution. |
| Inadequate usage of biometric data to implement fine-grained authentication. | Incorporate biometrics for seamless fine-grained authentication. | Incorporate biometrics for seamless fine-grained authentication. |
| Multiple User Ids and passwords makes it difficult for an end-user to manage/remember [15]. | Biometrics is a solution. | Biometrics is a solution. |
| Different identity management solutions have different nuances and software often run into incompatibility issues [8]. | Biometrics as a unilateral solution. | Biometrics as a unilateral solution. |
| Existing authentication policies are often inadequate to address diverse requirements of applications and access modes. | Multifactor authentication with scalability for application needs. | Multifactor authentication with scalability for application needs. |
| Even though an end-user is prompted to type in the credentials over a secure tunnel, a risk always remains of either the user being forced to sign in under duress, or a brute force, man-in-the-middle kind of attack. | Use of algorithms to verify the freshness of attacks and authentication from multiple sources. | Use of algorithms to verify the freshness of attacks and authentication from multiple sources. |
| Session management policies are often difficult to enforce/implement | Seamless session management with fine-grained authentication. | Seamless session management with fine-grained authentication. |
| Even when an organization wants to move its applications to a pure cloud-based infrastructure, federation of the identity management system becomes very challenging, sometimes stalling vital projects, and adding to maintenance and operational cost. | Reliable security solutions and encryption. | Reliable security solutions and encryption. |
| Identity management system do not have adequate means to differentiate between a real human being trying to access his/her personal data, and an auto-bot trying to guess credentials for a real user, and a back-end service account which used to schedule/automate batch jobs. | Biometrics, with replay protection can make the distinction clear. | Biometrics, with replay protection can make the distinction clear. |
| While password expiry is mandated for any real person, password expiry can be very challenging process when it comes to handling service/unmanned accounts. | Biometric passwords can be made to renew periodically, especially when data surrounding vein patterns etc. tend to change over time. | Biometric passwords can be made to renew periodically, especially when data surrounding vein patterns etc. tend to change over time. |
| Authentication is traditionally perceived as a one-time activity, with a session expiry/timeout indicating the end of the session life. | Session-long fine-grained authentication. | Session-long fine-grained authentication. |

As a result, the solution to various identity management problems is often linear and based on discrete variables. However, interaction between humans and computers are closer to continuous variables, and it follows an ever-changing, ever-evolving pattern that should be correctly imbibed within an access control mechanism.

**IV. NEW MODEL AND ADVANTAGES**

The abundance of cloud-based applications spanning across industries such as banking, e-commerce, health services and defense offer the convenience of high-end technology with reduced provisioning time and usage-based charges.

However, the multi-tenant nature of cloud space presents a plethora of security vulnerabilities, of which authentication is one. The rate at which companies migrate their existing products to cloud space, also demands that the security features be developed in proportion. The lack of a holistic identity management strategy, which also deploys certain degree of unpredictability to combat ever-evolving attack methods are something to be fulfilled to make cloud space more secure for future use.

Unfortunately, in a number of cases, this means a new system with very high development costs, deployment costs and provisioning time. A truly holistic identity management strategy should translate to a product in such a way that it can be used in conjunction with existing systems, without creating a need for additional hardware or infrastructure.

Keeping the above factors and current limitations in mind, one can say that:

- Authentication or authentication should not be treated as a separate process than the user work-flow within an application.
- Much as living objects learn to identify another living being/element, an identity manager service in the cloud must be able to recognize a user in the most intuitive manner, while consciously avoiding Type-1/Type-2 errors.
- A security model/identity management service should be able to evolve based on the type of user and their comfort level.
- A true cloud-based service must be easy to configure against any type of application, legacy or cloud-based.
- A true cloud-based solution must act as the single source of truth for any user, irrespective of the different type of applications he/she might need access to.
- A true cloud-based Identity Management (IDM) solution must accept multiple kinds of inputs (fingerprint/facial recognition/retinal scan/voice recognition/regular password) from the end-user, depending on the device being, and should have consistent performance and characteristics irrespective of the mode of authentication being used.
- Irrespective of the kind of authentication input, it should provide a universal window/terminal for login purpose that should work consistently and predictably in both devices and desktop-based application.
- A cloud-based IDM solution should also allow an application to check the user's identity/authenticity in between a session in a non-intrusive way so as to sustain
a legitimate session in a secure way without disturbing the user.

- A true cloud-based service should be able to allow federation with any application, and provide backward compatibility for legacy applications
- Should be inherently elastic and scalable
- It should be accessibility-compliant

V. NEW STRATEGY FOR BIOMETRICS AS A SERVICE IN IDENTITY MANAGEMENT

The proposed new model offers biometric identity management as a service. It uses multiple templates of biometric data to establish the identity of users; Two randomized biometric factors from three {Fingerprint, face recognition, voice recognition} for less critical applications; Three biometric factors from a set of templates {fingertips, face recognition, voice recognition, retina, iris} for crucial mission-critical applications dealing with sensitive or classified user data [4, 6].

After successful authentication, once the session is established, the service still verifies the identity of the user in a fine-grained fashion at randomized intervals of time, without any efforts from the end-user. In other words, use the front camera in the handheld device or automatic verification of fingerprints from touchscreens.

Usage of randomized combinations of biometric inputs, enhance security through unpredictability. The second time, user tries to login to the system, the system requests for a different combination of biometric data to establish credentials (e.g., {left thumb fingerprint, right forefinger fingerprint and voice}, {voice, face, right thumb fingerprint}). Furthermore, the randomization should be used in such a way that, a user is not requested for same combination of data twice in a row. This minimizes the probability of hacking attempts being successful.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE II. Key Features</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Key Features</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>● Multifactor biometric authentication for authentication in cloud systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>● Fine grained authentication implementation throughout the session for prevention of session hijacking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>● Randomization of biometric inputs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>● Continuous biometric template updation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>● To be implemented as a service (SECaas in cloud)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The biometric security as it presents numerous advantages also leaves the users with a unique set of challenges. What if the biometric data is stolen? What if biometric data is intercepted by another way? Here are the key success factors for use of biometric in software applications.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE III. Success Factors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Success factors</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Safety of biometric templates – The database should be strongly encrypted with a key of length 128 along with other security measures of data center in place</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Replay protection – Reliable algorithms to ensure the freshness of biometric data</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VI. ARCHITECTURE OF PROPOSED MODEL

The architecture of the proposed model follows a multilayered security model for biometric security in cloud. The process begins by requesting users for multiple forms of biometric input with the combination being randomized for each user. If the credentials are authentic, the system creates a new session for the user. Else, validates if the user has exceeded limits for trials. If the number of unsuccessful attempts is within limits, then the system allows user to re-enter credentials with a new combination of biometric data. Upon successful authentication, the session begins, and the system authenticates users through fine-grained authentication throughout the session at regular intervals of time without the user ever having to re-enter credentials until the end of the session.

If the user credentials are found to be invalid anytime during the session, the session is terminated immediately, and the login attempt is logged in audit trail.
A. Choices of biometric templates

Successful implementation of biometrics as a service by Frost and Sullivan [4], shows the way for viability of biometrics in cloud, while the implementation model used by [4] covers all success factors for implementing biometric access control in cloud. The following are the types of biometric data most commonly used in software industry today.

1. Fingerprint verification
2. Hand geometry
3. Retinal scan
4. Iris scan
5. Voice verification
6. Signature verification
7. Facial recognition
8. Palm print
9. Vein pattern
10. Ear, body shape
11. Odor
12. Gait

The data published by [38] and [39] show that fingerprint recognition, iris and retina are the most reliable biometric data today with iris being the most reliable of all of them [38]. Therefore, this is the ideal combination of inputs recommended for critical applications in defense, medical and finance industries dealing with sensitive data. It is to be noted that retina scanning is already a standard in defense implementations across the globe. However, due to implementation costs associated with retina and iris scanners, this may not be implementable for less-sensitive day-to-day applications.

For applications where the sensitivity of data is comparatively less, more inexpensive implementation models can be used using moderately reliable biometric data, such as face and voice recognition [38], [39].

B. Tuning

One of the key success factors for biometric authentication in cloud is its capability to identify false data. The concern that the attackers can falsify biometric data such as fingerprints, photographs from other sources and using them for authentication is among the leading concerns in biometrics.

Usage of strong algorithms to verify freshness of the data can provide enhanced replay protection. So can usage of advanced watermarking techniques for biometric data [40-43].

The next success factor is to balance false recognition with false acceptance. Using stricter algorithms for recognition can lead to scenarios of false rejection. On the other hand, using lenient algorithms in favor of convenience leads to false acceptance. Strong normalization techniques, neural networks-based approaches and speech coding algorithms should be incorporated to strike a balance between two [44], [45].

Finally, certain facets of biometric data are subject to change in course of time (e.g., the dimensions of facial appearance, vein pattern). Therefore, it is essential that the biometric templates are kept up to date. Every time we take a sample of biometric value, we have a new template available after validation. Updating template database after every successful validation of biometric data.

C. Considerations for mobile applications

Face detection with the front-camera, finger-print recognition and voice recognition features with Artificial Intelligence in existing phones are all excellent choice for session-long authentication process for mobile-based applications. This eliminates the possibility of session hijacking. This feature is highly recommended for applications with high criticality and can be readily utilized with existing hardware in mobile devices.

D. Considerations for desktop applications

Camera that typically ships with laptops or a dedicated high-resolution web camera, voice recognition features with existing AI software and fingerprint scanners are the best choices for session-long authentication. In addition, typing speed and device location could be factored in to enhance accuracy.

VII. PROPOSED IMPLEMENTATION MODEL WITH MICRO SERVICES ARCHITECTURE

The above diagram depicts a normalized implementation balancing false acceptance and false rejection rates.
The proposed model is developed as a service and could be implemented through micro-services with java or an equivalent language. This new service could be built on top of existing cloud architectures as an additional new layer.

In this new model, the user sends a combination of biometric data (quintet) along with app identifier to Biometric Identity Management (bIDM). Then bIDM verifies the biometric data and determines id data quality is above the p-value. The bIDM, then generates a unique user token and application token pair for the session.

bIDM returns the user token to user with the token set to expire within a finite time limit. Then when the user makes a call to the application with user token, the application passes on the user token to bIDM. The bIDM in turn, verifies the user token and application token combination and allows a pass-through. Once the timer expires, the bIDM, expires the token pair. Once token expires, the fine-grained authentication takes over till the end of the session. In case of data anomaly or when the user attempts to sign in again after successful log off, the above-mentioned process is followed again.

Here is an algorithm that proposes one way of implementation with a True Random Number Generator(TRNG). The TRNG generates a random number (m), which represents the template number from 1 to n.

**Step 1: Start**

Step 2: Register new user with biometric templates

\[ \text{Saved_Templates} = \{ \text{template1, template2, template3, template4…template_n} \} \]

Step 3: Registration successful

Step 4: Initiate authentication to Sign In

Step 5: Use a TRNG to generate a random number m

Step 6: Pick the template from 1 to n, based on m (e.g., if the random generator generates a number m=3, then template 3 would be picked to establish identity.)

Step 7: Request the user to input the template identified by TRNG

Step 8: Verify if the user input matches the template in the system

Step 9: If there is a match, repeat processes 5 to 8 again. Else, end session and not allow users to attempt authentication for the next z seconds (z =30-60 min) from the same IP address.

Step 10: If there is a match, initiate session and set the session-length to x seconds. Else, end session and not allow users to attempt authentication for the next z seconds from the same IP address.

Step 11: Authenticate session every y seconds

Step 12: If the session has reached its length, repeat steps 4 to 10. Else, end session and not allow users to attempt authentication for the next z seconds from the same IP address.

**Step 13: End**

It is a good practice to use TRNG that uses real entropy, such as external temperature, pressure etc. for implementation. Some of the widely used TRNGs include Fortuna, CryptGenRandom, Yarrow and /dev/random.

**VIII. CONCLUSION**

In this paper, we have proposed an authentication method that strengthens security, while effectively addressing session-hijacks, which is one of the biggest security concerns today. The multilayer authentication method proposed in this paper, uses a set of biometric authentication templates to identify a user. The authentication service randomizes the authentication process by enabling applications to use a different biometric template each time of authentication. The randomization is achieved here through a True Random Number Generator which decides which template should be used at the time of initial authentication and would be repeated twice for different templates. This obscurity significantly increases the time and effort required by an attacker to gain unauthorized access. An additional layer of security, is the session-long fine-grained authentication. In the unlikely event that the initial authentication is taken over, the session-long authentication can detect session-hijacks subsequently, thereby rendering protection to the entire session. Furthermore, after each unsuccessful authentication attempt, there is a lock-out period which prevents the user from reattempting authentication immediately after. This mechanism prevents attackers from using automated tools reattempt authentication.

Finally, as a future research, biometrics can be combined with artificial intelligence, leading to self-governing authentication methods.
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